
“ The Brisk is a thinner headband that is perfect for races. It is great in warmer temperatures and also never rides up 
off of my head; even when I am moving at full effort. This headband fits a little smaller and isn’t as wide, so it’s a good 
choice for juniors.”

The Brisk Headband is a lightweight two-layer ear band perfect for spring 
weather and high-intensity winter exercise.  It is about 3.5" in height all the way 
around the band. This product is a go-to for our racing team custom orders 
because of its unisex styling, snug fit, light-warmth and attractive price point. 
Available in: ONE SIZE (6 3/4 - 7 1/4) * additional size info on pg 3

The BRISK Headband

What the Athletes Say:

Custom Product Catalog HEADBANDS

“My go-to all around headband for training days and races.  I feel like I am always wearing this headband because it is 
so comfortable in a wide range of temperatures and also fits under my helmet. The thin fleece lining adds warmth and 
also breathes well. I love the fit and that it never rides up or squishes my head.”  

The VENTILATOR is our wide, Polartec® Power Dry® lined headband 
measuring 4" (10 cm) from top to bottom. The extra width provides more 
coverage for warmth and added style. This headband is ideal for high intensity 
exercise in temperatures as low as 15˚F (-10˚C), or casual wear on a fall or 
warm winter day.  Looks equally great on men and women!

Available in: ONE SIZE (7 - 7 3/4) * additional size info on pg 3 

The VENTILATOR Headband

What the Athletes Say:

“This headband is perfect for cooler weather training sessions and still comfortable when the intensity of training picks 
up. I found that the wider fit of this headband protects my ears better than some others I’ve tried. The Insulator Head-
band is my cozy go-to for wearing after training sessions or casually around town.”  

The INSULATOR HEADBAND is 4″ (10 cm) wide and fully lined with Polartec® 
Power Stretch® fleece for maximum winter warmth. Ideal for lower intensity 
activities on warmer winter days, or higher intensity exercise on really cold 
days, this headband will keep you cozy and looking great!

Available in: ONE SIZE (7 - 7 3/4) * additional size info on pg 3

The INSULATOR Headband

What the Athletes Say:
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“This is the perfect race toque. Unlike most racing hats that feel too tight on my head, the Swift toque fits comfortably 
and doesn’t rise up.  I’ve frostbitten my ears before and it’s important to me that my hat stays down to protect my ears.  
This toque has nice depth and stays put!

The lightweight SWIFT TOQUE (toque, rhymes with duke) is designed for 
aerobic activity, suitable in temperatures as low as 15˚F (-10˚C). Unlined, the 
hat helps retain body heat and provides wind protection to keep you moving 
comfortably. The SWIFT TOQUE can be topped off with a tassel or pompom. 

Available in two sizes: S/M + M/L * additional size info on pg 3 

The SWIFT Toque

What the Athletes Say:

Custom Product Catalog HATS

“Definitely the warmest and coziest of all of my Sauce toques. I don’t usually wear this toque for racing or high intensity 
sessions but it is great for a longer easy winter ski. This hat is named perfectly because I am always wearing the Chill 
toque to ‘chill’ in. You can always find it on my head whenever I’m hanging out with friends, running errands around 
town or directly after hard training sessions.”  

The CHILL TOQUE is a bestseller and one of the warmest pieces in the Sauce 
collection. The bottom 4 inches of the hat are lined with Polartec® Power 
Stretch® fleece to keep your ears and forehead snug. The unique SWIRL 
CLOSURE at the top provides an escape for excess heat, a hole for a high 
ponytail, and evenly distributes any bulk at the top of the hat. 

Available in two sizes: S/M + M/L * additional size info on pg 3 

The CHILL Toque

What the Athletes Say:

“The Fleece N’ Swift is definitely the best fitting and coziest cross-country toque I’ve ever had. The fleece lining is super 
soft and the larger “one size fits all” sizing covers my ears and sits very comfortably on my head. It is usually too warm 
to race in but is perfect for every other part of Nordic skiing.  I always get Sauce to add a pompom so I look even more 
stylish”

This addition to our line simplifies your decision-making process. The FLEECE 
N’ SWIFT TOQUE merges the best features of our two signature products: 
tassel toppers and fleece.  The bottom 4 inches are lined with Polartec® 
Power Stretch® fleece, while the rest is left unlined for just-right warmth. Top 
it off with a tassel option or keep it simple!  

Available in: S/M, M/L or ONE SIZE (6 3/4 - 7 1/2) * additional size info on pg 3

The FLEECE N’ SWIFT Toque

What the Athletes Say:
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“An absolute staple when it comes to cross country ski attire. One thing I like about this product compared with other 
brands I’ve tried is that it’s made from a slightly thicker fabric than some so it can hold its shape and stay propped out 
in front of my face.”

The FROSTY is a lightweight, 14-inch reversible neck tube that provides 
smooth comfort. Wear it around your neck like a scarf for face coverage when 
needed, pulled up to cover your ears, folded into a headband, or formed to 
make a hat. 

Available in: ONE SIZE (6 1/2 - 7 1/2) * additional size info on pg 3

The FROSTY

What the Athletes Say:

Custom Product Catalog NECK COVERAGE

“A stylish and warm option for keeping my neck cozy on colder ski days or for casual wear after races and workouts. 
The quality of the Throat Coat and attractiveness of the custom designs are much better than most comparable 
products you receive as team gear or freebies at events.”  

THROAT COAT is a cozy 9-inch neck tube. Polartec® Power Dry® lines the 
inside for a soft feel while the grid insulation moves moisture to reduce 
‘gross-ness’ when you breathe into it!  

Available in: ONE SIZE (6 1/2 - 7 1/2) * additional size info on pg 3

The THROAT COAT

What the Athletes Say:

Here is a sizing chart to help you gauge which size option is best for your group.  We can mix and match hat sizes in 
any quantities you’d like to make up your order total.  (Example:  24 piece order can have 4 S/M and 20 M/L, or 12 
S/M and 12M/L)

SIZING INFO:

Unit of Measure in cm in cm in cm in cm in cm in cm in cm

Head 
Circumference 19.5 50 20.25 52 21.25 54 22 56 22.75 58 23.5 60 24.25 61.75

Hat Size

S/M

M/L

See product for specific Comfortable Fit range

7 1/2 7 3/4

Comfortable Fit

Comfortable Fit

6 1/4 6 1/2 6 3/4 7    7 1/4

ONE SIZE
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